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GARY REPORT
The True Reformation
In June, 1994, the Father began showing me things that no man had seen before. I did
not seek this per se, and it was most certainly outside of myself. I had finally reached
my goal of having a facility for the needy, but suddenly my life was launched into a
new direction, entirely changing my life forever. The truth of the Bride coming out of
the sleeping Body of Christ was clearly evidenced in the Scriptures, but little did I know
how this truth would be rejected by so many. First we got kicked off the ranch, losing
the home we had built, and the Father clearly told me to walk away from everything
and move to Washington State. So, this is what we did; and He had already made a
way for us in that some friends had moved there before us and they had a basement
level that was a home in itself, and just happened to have just been vacated and we
could stay there. All of this was such a dramatic and radical change!
Our friends at that home were very active and involved Christians, and they let us come
into their home based on our relationship, and that we had the same confession that
Yahshua was Savior and Lord. But soon they began to realize how different Bride truth
is from Christianity. One day I was telling Roy, the husband, how Christianity has
failed and that the Bride has to come out of the sleeping Body of Christ. His reply was,
“Gary, you’re a heretic!” But I surprised him and replied, “Yes, I am a heretic.” He did
not know how to answer that and was stunned. Then I proceeded, “A heretic is one
who does not accept established religious dogma, and I am a heretic.” Later we moved
out and the Father provided a wonderful place for us to live out in the country with
about the same acreage we had back in Texas, but far more beautiful! When we looked
out of our picture window, there was Mount Rainier.
Just recently I was working outside in the yard of the home the Father made possible
for me to own outside of Salem, Missouri, in the country, raking up the leaves and
limbs that were deposited from the numerous huge oak trees in the yard—a lot of work!
And suddenly, He began showing me His marvelous truth—what He has done and
what He is doing. And it amazed me! I already knew part of it, but it was the
conclusion that was so strong and clear and amazing!
In Leviticus 14 we find the laws of cleansing a former leprous man, as well as the laws
of cleansing a leprous house. Let us here consider the cleansing of the house. And keep
in mind, though these laws initially applied to individuals and natural circumstances,
their true fulfillments come about in the church, the kingdom of heaven. Let us now see
what Yahweh is doing.
The church began in 33 A.D. when Yahshua was crucified, resurrected, ascended into
heaven, came back to this earth, and the Holy Spirit was poured out on the first
Remnant. A year and a half later, the Bride disbursed and subsequently the Body of
Christ was begun out of Antioch by Saul/Paul. In the 300s, Constantine formalized the
church, and from there it was corrupted more and more until the Reformation in 1517.
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As a result the Protestants came about, removing themselves from Catholicism. And
from there they splintered and splintered and splintered into a countless number of
groups over the years.
As addressed in previous writings here, including a page titled “Tearing Down The
House,“ in Leviticus 14:34-35 Yahweh stated: “When … I put a mark of leprosy on a
house in the land of your possession, then the one who owns the house shall come and
tell the priest, saying, ‘Something like a mark of leprosy has become visible to me in the
house.’” Folks, that is precisely what the Father did in the 1500s! He put a mark of
leprosy on the church, and specific steps were fulfilled according to Leviticus 14,
including tearing out the stones with the leprous mark on them and throwing them
away. The house was then to be scraped to remove the plaster, and the stones replaced
and the walls replastered. This is precisely what happened to the church per the
Reformation. Protestantism was added to the house and the church got a new look.
But did that solve the problem with the house? Not at all. Verses 43-45 continue:
If, however, the mark breaks out again in the house after he has torn out the
stones and scraped the house, and after it has been replastered, then the priest
shall come in and make an inspection. If he sees that the mark has indeed spread
in the house, it is a malignant mark in the house; it is unclean. He shall therefore
tear down the house, its stones, and its timbers, and all the plaster of the house,
and he shall take them outside the city to an unclean place.
The Reformation came in the early 1500s. If Yahweh does not do anything concerning
the fate of the church, it would go yet another total of 1,500 years and be “My God, my
God, why have You forsaken us?” The church was supposed to get 3,000 years, and He
brought the Reformation right in the middle of it (which is His way) and tried to change
and correct it. But, that work failed to bring true and complete reformation. So what is
He to do? This is what the Father so wonderfully showed me the day I was raking
leaves. Reformation is absolutely critical, so why didn’t it work? For one primary
reason—it was still Christianity, and Christianity is a corrupted work that is destined
for death. They were Christians before the Reformation, and the Protestants were
Christians afterwards as well. Both were the same weak, flawed, and predestined work
of the Body of Christ. And they are still one and the same work.
So today, what is the solution? The Bride work is not Christian, a name that is reserved
specifically for the Body of Christ. We are a completely separate work, and our first
Remnant brothers and sisters fulfilled the first-bird work set forth in the verses
immediately prior to this—and that so that we, the second work/bird, can ascend alive.
It is most relevant that these two matters are tied together in this one chapter. In the
first thirty-two verses of Leviticus 14 there is the matter of dealing with leprosy among
the Bride, followed by the final twenty-five verses dealing with the fate of leprous
Christianity. This is NOT by happenstance.
So, the main and highly relevant point is that both the Catholics and the Protestants
failed for one reason—they were the Body of Christ, Christianity. And it would fail for
yet another one thousand years if Yahweh does not cut their days short from three to
two and bring about the true Reformation—the fulfilling Bride work! And most
importantly, we are not Christians. We can’t be.
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Furthermore, the house of Catholic Christianity failed in its attempt to bring forth the
true and much needed kingdom because man has still been in the flesh. And for the
same reason, the five-hundred-plus years of Protestantism is no better than the former.
Thus, Christianity has to be cut short to two thousand years and the Father call the
second bird into heaven, along with the price-paying first bird, transform the Bride into
bodies that are not of this world, and return with them to set up the true and lasting
kingdom on this earth under the rule of Immanuel. Only then can the true Reformation
take place. Only through the Bride can the church be reformed. Halleluyah!
So, this heretic cannot rely on the old system of Christianity which has corrupted the
kingdom for two thousand years, but looks to the Father to complete what He began in
the beginning with what we now know was the first Remnant. But it breached, and
today this consummating second Remnant work must complete what the first Remnant
work began. Blessed be Yahweh forever!
Gary

